
Aquatic Skill Development 

 

The acquisition of new and improved skills for use in a water 
environment is realistically something we can strive for the whole of 
our life. 

As a young child grows – both physically and mentally; their 
memory bank of experiences expands and their ability to do things 
on command and with better skill increases. 

This Unit of Study will explore many of the actions that can be 
taught or acquired by children through the teaching strategies of 
their caregivers and teachers. 

Safe Pool Entry 

 

Getting into and out of the pool may seem to be a straightforward 
manoeuvre, but with a young child in your arms and wet, slippery 



surfaces to negotiate, a plan is needed that guarantees safety for 
both the child and caregiver. 

Pools are designed in different ways, but assessing the safest 
access from the poolside into the water and back out again will 
make for pleasurable first and final moments of a child's water 
familiarisation or swimming and water safety lessons. 

There are a number of different ways that a caregiver can enter the 
pool with a baby or young toddler, depending on the access 
available, the child's age, and whether the caregiver is on their own 
or accompanied by another adult. 

If alone, adults should be encouraged to ask for help. 

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

A Simple Pool Entry With Two 
Adults 

 

If the caregiver is at the pool with a partner (could be a second 
caregiver, teacher or other adult), then pool entry is simplified. 

Whilst the caregiver gets into a sitting position on the pool edge the 
partner holds the child. The partner then passes the child to the 
caregiver whilst the partner enters the water safely. 

Once the partner is standing on the pool floor facing the child, the 
child can be eased into the partner’s arms with either a sitting jump 



or a lift before the caregiver enters the pool. Reverse this procedure 
to carry out a safe exit from the pool. 

  

Source: “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

Note: The ideal is that the caregiver and partner should never be 
undertaking an off-balance action whilst the child is in their arms! 

A Simple Pool Entry With One 
Adult 

 

If the caregiver is alone with a young child of manageable weight, a 
safe entry can easily be accomplished down a set of concrete pool 
steps. 

The caregiver holds the baby with one arm, so that the child is 
straddling their hips at the waist. The caregiver uses their free hand 
to grasp the handrail firmly and walk slowly down the pool steps. 

If there is no handrail, the caregiver should use their free hand to 
help keep their balance if necessary. 

Source: “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

Note: Caregivers should be careful that the railing is not too hot 
from the sun. It can also be difficult to maintain traction on wet 



smooth steps due to body oil film on feet recently removed from 
shoes and socks. 

Alternate Pool Entry 

 

The caregiver stands with their child next to them by the edge of the 
pool, with the child on their dominant side (right side if right-
handed). The caregiver carefully lowers their body to a sitting 
position, with knees bent and then places their feet in the water. 

The caregiver then has the child to sit next to them in the same 
position. 

The child is instructed to stay seated whilst the caregiver slides into 
the pool. The child is then instructed (or called) to come to the 
caregiver (diving, standing jump, sitting jump, fall forward or lifted 
in). 

To enter the pool in shallow water of less than 1 meter, the 
caregiver should place their hands on the pool edge on either side 
of their hips, with palms down and fingers facing the water. By 
pushing down on their hands, and locking elbows, the buttocks can 
be lifted and caregiver can glide into the water gently, so they land 
standing on the pool floor. Turning around, the caregiver is then 
facing the child. The caregiver can then place their hands under the 
child’s armpits so they can enter the water via an assisted lift. 

Alternately, in deeper water or unknown depth, in a sitting position, 
the caregiver can place both hands to one side, roll onto their 
stomach and face the wall and then lower their body into the water, 



feet first. The caregiver will be facing the child. The caregiver can 
then provide an assisted lift by placing their hands under the child’s 
armpits. 

Adapted from: “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; 
Dorling Kindersley, 2005 

  

Entering the Pool Safely 

 

•              never jump or slide into a pool with a child in your arms 
•              if unassisted, try to avoid climbing down a ladder when 

holding a child 
•              always use a handrail when one is available 
•              move slowly and securely as you enter and exit the pool; 

there is no rush 

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

Safe Holds and Basic Skills 



 

The following holds offer a comfortable and safe option for moving 
with a child. 

With all these holds, make sure your hands are secure but relaxed 
(and not clenched),as this will indicate your level of confidence. 
Also, talk to the child throughout to provide reassurance. 

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

The basic skills provided are elementary actions that young children 
need in order to achieve better efficiency in the water. 

The basic skills are provided by Laurie Lawrence, renowned 
swimming and water safety 
Teacher www.worldwideswimschool.com.au 

The Waltz Hold 

 

http://www.worldwideswimschool.com.au/


This hold provides the most security for a Child, and should be used 
if the Child is unsure or clinging to the Caregiver. 

Hold the Child slightly to one side of your torso facing you, with their 
lower body immersed in the water so that they are straddling over 
the waist to chest area. The Caregiver should place their arms 
around the back of the Child and hold the Child in a secure “one-
armed side cuddle”. 

It is the ideal hold for the first few occasions at the pool. Move a 
Child from the Waltz Hold to the Face-to-face Hold only when they 
feel relaxed in your arms. 

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

The Face-to-face Hold 

  

You will find that the Face-to-face Hold provides a great opportunity 
to communicate with a Child as you will have direct eye contact. 

With the Child facing you, place your hands under the 
Child’sarmpits, with your thumbs facing up. Walkbackwards in the 
water slowly so that the Child’s body floats up and stretches out 
behind them. Watch their mouth to ensure that the Child is not 
licking or swallowing any water. 

If their mouth is too close to the water, tilt your wrists upwards 
slightly so that their face movesawayfrom the surface of the water. 



Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

  

The Pass Hold 

 

This is one of the more common ways to hold a relaxed Child. 

You can use this functional hold to perform most techniques, 
including kicking drills, passes and swims. 

Hold the Child on your dominant side (your right side if you are 
right-handed), so that they are in a near-horizontalposition with their 
face a few centimetres above the water. 

Your dominant arm should go over the Child and the hand placed 
under the Child’s far armpit, with your thumb facing up. Your non-
dominant hand should be under the armpit nearest to you with your 
thumb, again, facing up. 

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

The Above Water Pass 



  

Objectives and Tips: 

 >      to introduce different pass positions slowly, in a non-
threatening, above-water situation 

>      to get the Child used to being passed from one Adult to 
another 

>      practice this new skill during the Pick-a-ball Game as you pass 
the young Child to the Caregiver 

The simple action of passing a Child to the Caregiver, 

above water builds trust and familiarity. 

This basic pass is used and adapted throughout Baby and Toddlers 
classes and eventually leads to the young Child accomplishing an 
unaided swim between Teacher and Caregiver. Establishing a 
common repeatable pattern helps the Child assimilate new skills as 
they recognise and are reassured by the familiar action of the 
above-water pass. 

>      Play a Pick-a-ball game as part of an Activity Circuit and ask 
the Child to select a favourite toy or ball. Stand in waist deep water 
facing the receiving Caregiver about 60-90 centimetres away. Hold 
the Child in the Pass Hold and toss the toy across to the receiving 
Caregiver. Encourage the Child to retrieve the toy at the same time 
moving the Child towards the Caregiver. The Child may kick or 
simply glide with their head above the water. 



>      The receiving Caregiver should have their hands outstretched 
as the Child approaches them, ready to catch and reward the Child 
with a toy. After picking their Child up and providing praise, the 
Caregiver should turn towards a bucket on the pool edge and 
encourage the Child to kick towards it and put the toy in the bucket. 

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

Hints: Once the Child will kick or paddle hands on command, move 
them forward through the water as they kick or paddle towards a 
pool side, Caregiver or toy. Should they cease kicking or paddling, 
cease moving them towards their objective. 

This way the Child attains the concept that kicking or paddling helps 
them towards their goal i.e. that it provides propulsion. 

A great Teacher will also convey the concept of “effort versus 
result” by moving the Child faster or slower through the water 
depending on the speed of the paddles or kicks. 

  

Jumping Forward from the Wall 

 

Objectives and Tips: 

• to teach a touch cue with a verbal cue 
• to initiate the chest-forwards lean and jump 
• to establish a counting protocol, so the child does not leave the wall 

before the count of 3 



• provide balance for an unsteady baby by maintaining hand contact 
at all times 

• Learning a safe way to jump from the pool edge into the water 
ensures that a child clears the hard concrete surfaces on the pool 
coping and lands safely in the water or in the caregiver’s arms. 

  

At first, the child will be fully guided by you as they jump. 

Then, as time progresses, the child will begin initiating their own 
lean forwards after you have given them a touch cue (moving your 
hands under their armpits), and will jump on their own after you 
have cued them verbally. 

1.  Stand in waist-to-chest-deep water and place the child in a sitting 
position on the pool edge, with your hands under their armpits. 

2.  Whilst you steady them, count aloud “1, 2, 3”. 

3.  On “3” gently move your hands forwards in a rubbing motion under 
the child’s armpits to cue them to jump forwards. Keep your hands 
under their armpits as they come towards you. Do not pull their 
hands or wrists to force the jump. 

4. As the child bends at the waist, allow them to come forward in a 
jump so that their butt leaves the wall last. Catch them before their 
head goes under the water. 

5. Once the child is comfortable at the first level, cue them as before, 
but when they lean forward, keep your hand slightly away from their 
body and catch them with your open hands as their face splashes 
the surface of the water. 

  

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

Learning to Wait 



 

Objectives and Tips: 

• to establish important safety rules from an early age and teach the 
child to enter the pool only with adult permission 

• use this technique every time a child practices jumping from the 
wall 

  

Teaching the child to wait for a cue from an adult before entering a 
body of water is a vital safety skill. Along with the safe entries and 
sitting jumps from the wall, learning to wait is an important skill for 
your child to learn, both in and out of the pool. 

  

1.   Standing in waist-deep water, sit the child on the wall so they 
are ready for a jump. If they begin to lean or jump prematurely, 
place one hand flat on their chest and the other hand under their 
armpit. 

2.   Tell the child to "wait until I have counted to 3". Count to cue the 
jump, keeping your hands in the same position while you count "1, 
2". As you reach "3", move your hand away from under the chest, 
allowing them to jump. Catch them as per the instructions for 
jumping from the wall. 

3.   Once the child is confident at the first stage, and will sit 
unassisted on the pool edge and wait, you can move on to stage 2. 
Place a fall mat behind where you are going to position the child on 
the pool edge. Place the child on the pool edge facing you with your 



arms under their armpits. Either the caregiver or you are in the 
water facing the child. 

4.   Take one hand away and put it in front of the child’s face about 
20-30 centimetres away in a “stop” hand command. Remove the 
second hand from under the child’s armpit whilst the first hand 
continues to command “stop” or “stay”. Once you have moved back 
a about half a step, clap your hands twice, and open your arms out 
in an offer of a cuddle and lean forward with your shoulders. (Palms 
should face up in an open welcoming gesture). 

5.   The child’s eyes are focused on your shoulders and you have 
your arms wide to catch the child once they get to your shoulders. 
What child does not like a cuddle! This encourages the child to 
make the first move and to go forwards with their head, shoulders 
and arms first. 

6.   Gradually the teacher or caregiver can move further away from 
the pool edge as the child’s confidence and ability increases. Once 
the child has the “go forward with the top of the body first” action, 
standing push offs from steps, greater distances to the teacher or 
caregiver and a short submersion before being caught can be 
introduced. 

7.   When the child is submerging before being caught, you or the 
caregiver should place have the hands visible above the water in an 
open offer to catch, but once the child has left the side quickly move 
the hands to about 30 centimetres underwater so the child is 
encouraged to look down and catch the hands of their own accord. 
This way a more streamlined and efficient buoyant position is 
encouraged. 

8.   Once a child is walking and running on their own, enforcing 
safety rules will keep them away from immediate danger. 

9.   Before entering the pool area with the child, hold their hand and 
tell them to walk with you. When you approach the gate reinforce 
the fact that only “an adult should open the gate” and encourage 
them to check and make sure it closes after them thus ensuring this 
action later in life. 



10.  If they begin to run towards the pool or their own accord, firmly 
call for them to "wait". 

11.  Walk up to the child, get down to their eye level and tell them, 
"You must only go swimming when a grown up is with you". Do not 
discipline the child, but firmly tell reinforce that they must not go 
swimming on their own. 

  

Adapted “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

  

Coming Up for Air – Assisted 

 

Once a child learns to come up for a breath, they will be able to 
swim for longer, resurfacing again and again as they explore the 
pool. 

Surfacing for a breath can take several months to achieve fully, but 
with time and practice, and by instructing the child in the correct 
technique, they will gain a new freedom in the water. 

Teaching Tip: 

• starting this skill at too young an age results in the Child swimming 
vertically in the water, which is frustrating and exhausting for them 



Supporting the child at the waist or hips in a Pass Hold creates a 
fulcrum that assists the child to move their arms and hands 
forwards and raise their head. 

1. Stand in chest-deep water, with the caregiver about 4-5 metres in 
front of you. Hold the child in the Pass Hold and cue them to go 
under water. As their face submerges release them and walk along 
beside. (Some teachers will place their fingertips, palm forward 
behind the child’s head and gently assist the child’s forward 
movement). At the end of the child’s usual breath holding [by now 
up to 10 seconds], slip your hands under their armpits and lift the 
child up for a breath. 

2. Facing the child, the receiving caregiver should take an audible gulp 
of air and then close their mouth whilst you say "take a breath". 
Listen to check that the child has taken a breath, and then continue 
to swim them under water to the caregiver, who should pick them 
up and provide praise. It is suggested that you should practice for at 
least six lessons, gradually improving the skill as you go. 

3. Once the child takes a breath every time you lift them in the first 
stage, let them try to lift their own head out of the water. Follow the 
steps in the first stage, but at the child’s usual breath-taking point, 
place your hands at their waist. The child can lean their torso onto 
your hands to gain some leverage, paddle their hands, arch their 
back, lift their chin up out of the water and take a breath. The child 
can then submerge their head again and continue to swim. Initially 
you may need to tilt your wrists upwards to help the child come up 
for a breath. Progressively practice over a number of lessons. 

4. Once the child is competent at the second stage, move your hands 
down from their waist to their hips. This alters the amount of 
leverage the child gains, making them push harder on the water 
with their hands to raise their head for air. Progressively practice 
over a number of lessons. 

5. Once a child is confident at the third stage, moveyour hands to the 
child's thighs so that you are providing even less leverage and they 
need to push even harder to come up for air. Continue to 
progressively practice over a number of lessons. 



  

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

  

Tips to Test for ‘Drinkers’ 

 

Any of the following signs during, or after swim lessons might mean 
that a Baby or Toddler is taking in water during their lesson. 

• nappies unusually saturated 
• bowel motions looser than normal 
• burping, or passing of wind more than normal 
• distended, or tight tummy 
• regurgitation or vomiting 

Advise caregivers to keep an eye out for any of these signs. If Baby 
or Toddler is swallowing water during lessons, submersions should 
be halted until better breath control has been acquired. 

Revert back to cueing with signals such as “ready go” or “1, 2, 3” 
just prior to sprinkling water over the face. 

Once a child can take a controlled breath on cue and without 
swallowing water, then submersions can be tested out again. 

In the meantime there are still lots of activities the child can 
participate in to develop confidence and skills while keeping the 
face clear of the water. 



  

Adapted from Barbara Nolan, Swim Australia’s SwimTIPS 

  

180o Roll during a Swim 

 

Objectives and Tips: 

• to teach a 180o rolling technique from prone (face down)  to supine 
(face up) and supine to prone 

• to encourage taking a breath before rolling into the water 
• to associate a command (“hot dog!”) with the action of rolling 
• if your Child is on your left-hand side, simply reverse the directions 
• a pre-requisite skill is for the Child to have an ability to float or at 

least be comfortable in a supine position 

Changing orientation during a swim creates a new way to take a 
breath. For an experienced back swimmer, this is another important 
safety skill. To make this technique fun for a child to learn, get them 
to pretend they are a hot dog, pouring imaginary mustard and 
sauce all over them, then saying “hot dog!” when you want the child 
to roll over and wash it all off. 

1. Tell the child, "We're going to roll you over and put sauce and 
mustard on you like a hot dog". Standing in chest-deep water, 2-3 
metres opposite the caregiver, place the child in a Pass Hold 
position on your right-hand side. Cue the child to go under water 
and, as they swim, walk along with them, keeping your hands on 
them. When they almost reaches the caregiver say, "hot dog!" and 



roll them towards you with your right hand, pushing them away from 
you gently with your left hand. The child will roll 180°, bringing their 
face to the surface. 

2. Hold the child on their back on your right-hand side with your left 
arm under their back and your left hand holding their far armpit. 
Now that the child is on their back, you and the caregiver 
should "squirt" the child with the imaginary sauces, and then tell 
them that you're going to wash it all off. Your right hand should hold 
him under his nearest armpit. Begin a held swim and then say, "hot 
dog!". To turn the child, pull your left hand towards you and push 
your right hand away from you, rolling the child so their face is in 
the water then rolling the child back up again after a few seconds. 

3. Once the child is confident with the assisted rolls in the first two 
stages, you can let the child try rolling themselves. Stand in chest-
deep water about 2-3 metres away from the caregiver, holding the 
child so that they are floating on their back. Gently launch the child 
towards the caregiver using a slight push forwards. Just before the 
child reaches the caregiver say, "hot dog!". This should cue the 
child to roll over into a prone position on their front and finish 
swimming to the receiver. 

4. Repeat the third stage, but with the child swimming on their front. 
Cue the child to go under water and launch them for an unaided 
swim. Just before they reach the caregiver say, "hot dog!” which 
should cue the child to roll onto their back. 

5. Once the child is confident performing unaided single rolls, they can 
start doing a roll-and-return cycle, first rolling one way from their 
front to their back, then taking a breath and rolling back the same 
way onto their front before reaching the caregiver. 

  

Adapted from “Learn to Swim” book, Rob and Kathy McKay; Dorling 
Kindersley, 2005 

  

Swim Australia’s SwimTIP 



 

Lightly does it! 

Once a baby or toddler feels happy and relaxed in the water, 
encourage caregivers to allow their young children to experience 
buoyancy. 

Let the child balance and float on their hands or arms using the very 
lightest of touch for support. 

Photo above - Four month old Kobi enjoys the sensation of the 
water supporting his little legs. 

  

Balance Swim Australia’s SwimTIP 

 

People, including babies and toddlers who are supported in water 
will feel more balanced in the prone position if supported closer to 
the armpits than the hips. 



When support is only offered around or close to the hips the learner 
has the unpleasant sensation of falling forward. The usual reaction 
is to lift the head and chest backwards into a more secure upright 
position. 

  

Source: Barbara Nolan, Swim Australia’s SwimTIPS 

  

Back Floating: the Shawn’s Swim 
School Way 

  

Why is back floating so important? 

If a baby or toddler were to fall into a pool, and for some reason 
they can’t swim or paddle to the pool edge by their self, back 
floating is an important water safety and survival skill that will 
improve their survival time. 

If a child is buoyant and able to float on their back they can have an 
un-interrupted access to air. 

From a back position the child can take all the air they need and 
can even call for help, or take a breath needed then swim or paddle 
to the side. 

In addition, floating on the back provides another stimulating 
experience, contributing to the aquatic skills of the child. 



Challenges in Back Floating 

  

Some of the challenges and difficulties of teaching babies and 
toddlers back floating are: 

1. Many babies and toddlers simply don’t like being on their back. A 
baby who won’t lie still when they are getting their nappy changed 
will probably present the same problem when teaching them to 
back float 

2. The unfamiliar feeling of water sitting in the child’s ears 

3. The child can not easily sit up or recover 

4. Visual reference points are lost 

5. A feeling of movement being restricted 

6. A sensation of falling 

7. The child gets bored 

These legitimate reasons may be exacerbated by the child’s prior 
back floating experiences. 

Should teachers of babies and toddlers stop trying to introduce this 
skill at the first sign of resistance from the child? 

Absolutely not! There are many techniques and strategies that can 
be used to avoid or minimise any stress on the child. Force is not 
one of them! It is critical that the teacher and the caregiver know 



when to ‘hold back’ or even cease the exercise for a time (as with 
teaching any of the skills). 

Signs to indicate when to ‘back off’ or stop teaching the back float 
for the time being: 

1. Excessive periods of protestation (e.g. continuous crying) 

2. Excessive periods of physical resistance from the child (e.g. 
continually trying to sit up or roll over, or when the teacher or 
caregiver feels they are having to hold the child too tightly to keep 
them still or relaxed) 

3. When the child or caregiver tells the teacher they are no longer 
enjoying their lesson 

4. If the child is showing signs of being traumatised by the activity 

  

Teaching Floating Techniques and 
Strategies Successfully Utilised at 
Shawn’s Swim School 

  

1. The first step is for the teacher or caregiver to place the young child 
into a position where they will feel safe and comfortable. 



2. The teacher or caregiver positions the child with their head 
snuggled on their shoulder, whilst they walk backwards in the water, 
talking or singing to them all the time. 

3. Once the child is comfortable in this position, the teacher or 
caregiver slides the child off their shoulder and holds them in front 
of their chest, whilst they support the child’s head and back with 
their hands. The child’s ears are now submerged 

4. The teacher or caregiver can encourage the child to look up and 
back by talking or singing to the child. This should keep the child’s 
chin up and head back. Chin position is very important. Keeping the 
chin up and head back keeps the child in the correct floating 
position. Once the chin drops the child’s feet and legs will also drop. 

5. The teacher or Aquatic Program Manager can assist by providing 
distractions such as having inflatable toys hanging from the roof or 
pictures on the roof to encourage the child to want to look up thus 
keeping the child’s chin up and head back by. Alternately, the 
teacher or caregiver can hold toys above the child’s face or have a 
pool safe mirror they can hold for the child to look at whilst lying on 
their back to keep their head in the correct position and discourage 
them from trying to sit up. 

6. As the child becomes comfortable and relaxed in this supported 
back position the teacher or caregiver can start to slowly reduce the 
support provided to the child by removing their hand from the child’s 
back and only support their head. Then the teacher or caregiver can 
start to slowly reduce the support to the child’s head by changing 
the hand holding the child’s head or reducing the pressure of the 
hold. 

7. Once the teacher or caregiver feels the child’s confidence and level 
of unassisted buoyancy increasing the teacher or caregiver can 
gradually move to supporting the child’s head with one finger then 
ease off the pressure of the hold and the amount of support until the 
child is unassisted. Gradually let the child attempt floating by 
themselves, even if it is only for a couple of seconds, then a few 
more seconds then eventually for longer periods. 

8. The child is now back floating unassisted! 



  

Advanced Floating Skills 
If a young child falls into a pool they are not going to land flat on 
their back on top of the water. 

Young children need to learn how to recover from a prone or 
somewhat vertical position in the water to a floating position on top 
of the water. 

The following skills are only to be taught to a child who is both 
comfortable with submersion and can float unaided on their 
back 

  

Roll and Recover 

1. Whilst the child is in an unaided floating position on their back, the 
teacher or caregiver stands behind the child with their arms crossed 
over, gripping the child’s shoulders. The teacher or caregiver then 
rolls the child over 360 degrees, with the child keeping their face out 
of the water at all times. This gets the child used to the rolling 
action. 

2. The teacher or caregiver can do the same motion, but this time 
letting the child’s face get partially submersed, then fully 
submersed. 

3. Once the child is used to this action the teacher or caregiver can roll 
the child only 180 degrees so that the child goes from a face up to a 
face down position in the water. Teachers or caregivers should 
continue to provide minor assistance to the child to return roll onto 
their back. 

4. Teacher or caregivers should then repeat the skill offering less and 
less assistance until the child is do it all by themselves. 

  

Fall in and Recover 



1. Once the child is very confident and capable with the roll and 
recover they can sit on the pool edge and the teacher or caregiver 
can gently guide them into the pool, face first, and then roll them on 
to their back. 

2. The teacher or caregiver can repeat the same drill often, each time 
offering less and less assistance, until the child can do the task 
unaided. 

3. The child can then jump into the pool and roll and recover. 

4. As this skill is refined, the child can be taught how to kick and or 
paddle to the edge on their back or in combination with rolling and 
recovering. 

5. Having achieved all these skills confidently the child can move to do 
the skill fully clothed, first with t-shirt and shorts, and later with a 
tracksuit, to gain the advanced ability of being more safe should 
they fall in fully clothed. 

.  

Teaching with Floatation Aids 

 

To fully understand this section the following terminologies need to 
be understood. 

Terminology             Other terms in common use 

Back Bubble               Tadpole Bubble, Back float 



Arm Bands                 Floaties™, Water Wings™, Floatbands™, 
Swim “O’s, Arm rings 

Noodle                       Water Woggle, Fun noodles, 

Kick Board                 Body Board, Float Board, 

Float Mats                  Body mats 

Floatation Vest           Vari Float Suit™, Poly Otter Float Suits™, 
Lifejackets, Float Suits, Float rings 

  

Teaching with floatation aids in Baby and Toddler aquatic lessons 
may have a place at times; but over-teaching with floatation can be 
extremely detrimental to the child’s progress and their perception of 
their ability. 

However, if used correctly, floatation can be beneficial to the child 
and enhance some of their skills. 

The following sections examine different forms of floatation devices 
and their use in teaching water familiarisation and aquatics to 
Babies and Toddlers. 

At this point, it should also be noted that many floatation devices 
have an important role in lessons as integral equipment to desirable 
play-type ‘games’. A general rule of use is that aids should not be 
used for more than 50% of any one lesson. Floatation aids usually 
also carry a number of warnings about their use which should be 
noted. This usually includes an advisory that they do not replace the 
need for caregiver supervision nor are they generally considered to 
be a rescue aid. 

When considering the use of any aid, teachers should also plan 
their “exit strategy” or plan how they intend weaning the child off 
their use and reliance on the intended aid. 

Best Aids 



  

There are many forms of floatation devices on the market at the 
moment and the most commonly used in swim schools are 
kickboards of various sizes, noodles and floatation mats with 
‘Floaties’ arm bands, back bubbles and other devices used in only 
some swim schools. 

There are also many floatation vests and baby chairs that float 
which are often used in the home environment but fortunately are 
not found very often in swim school aquatic programs. Teachers 
need to educate caregivers about the use of floatation aids outside 
of the lessons. This will be discussed later in this section. 

The best form of floatation devices are those that allow the child to 
be in a fairly horizontal body position i.e. noodles, floatation mats 
and kickboards (when used correctly which mimic an efficient 
swimmers body position). 

This allows the child to be in simulated swimming position and can 
allow them to swim with either their eyes in the water or their head 
up. These devices can also be used to encourage independence in 
the water and can be a layer of separation from the caregiver. 
Floatation aids can also enhance the child’s confidence without 
them becoming totally dependent on their usage. 

Noodles, kickboards and floatation mats can be used to enhance 
kicking skills, reach and pull arm action, balance and movement 
through the water of a greater distance than the child could acquire 
without the floatation. They can also aid in the separation of the 
child from their caregiver and are a good way to build and enhance 



core body strength and movement. They can all be used whether 
the child is on their front and or back. 

In a back position, these aids can be used to enhance back floating 
and encourage the ears to be submerged. The head can rest on the 
mat or against the noodle which gives added support and helps to 
build confidence. 

The preference of floatation aid needs to be in accordance with the 
young child’s age and ability. Many younger babies would prefer a 
floatation mat than a noodle. 

  

Using Aids 

 

As the child’s balance improves whilst they are on their front, the 
child can be encouraged to develop more proficient reach and pull 
actions with the arms. Children can also be encouraged to look 
down with their eyes in and taught to come up for a breath and put 
eyes in again for another swim whilst leaning over float mats; with 
noodles under the arms; whilst wearing a back float; or holding a 
kickboard. 

Kicking can also be practiced whilst either on the front and back 
with any of these aids. Make sure the legs are reasonably straight. 
The use of aids will assist in and eliminating any “bicycle type” 
kicking. 



Any activity should only be encouraged and attempted when the 
student is ready. Frightening the child by forcing the issue or 
threatening them is strongly discouraged. 

If teaching any activities with floatation devices, significant time 
must also be spent on the activities without the use of aids so that 
the child does not become over confident or over reliant on the aid. 

A strong emphasis must be put on the different levels of ability the 
child has when they use the devices. This is especially so in the 
toddler through to preschool levels where confidence can be high, 
but the consequences of the child’s actions are not a priority, as the 
“cause and effect” cortex of the brain is not fully engaged at this 
age. 

As so often, best results are gained from the constant reinforcement 
of a consistent message to the child from both the teacher and 
caregivers. Therefore teachers must educate the caregivers as to 
what messages they should be providing their children. 

  

Problems with Aids 

 

Arm bands and to a lesser extent back bubbles put the child in a 
more vertical body position. The child has a propensity to hold their 
head up thus further promoting a vertical body position. 

In lessons these aids should be used minimally and preferably not 
at all. In rare situations such as when the caregiver is not in the 
water with the child, these aids have a place in making the lesson 



safer. For caregivers, these devices often lead to a false sense of 
security and can provide the child in the water with a lack of respect 
for the aquatic environment. 

Caregivers and children that become dependent on floatation can 
have a false sense of reality. For example: 

• the child may not know the difference between what they are 
capable of doing with and without the floatation aids 

• the child may never want to swim without aids on and will not want 
to participate in lessons without the aids on 

• the child will think they cannot swim without the aids on resulting on 
them going into a panic mode if they happen to fall in without them 

• the child may forget that they do not have their aids on and get 
themselves in circumstances beyond their level of ability level e.g. 
jumping in without a caregiver present 

• the child may take their aids off when a caregiver is not looking and 
try and swim without them 

• the caregiver’s level of supervision reduces as their trust in the 
ability of the aid to assist their child increases. It takes very little 
time without supervision for a child to drown 

•   

Unfortunately all of the above situations are fact and may lead to 
tragic circumstances. 

  

Arm Bands and Tadpole Bubbles 

 



By teaching with fewer aids and using the aids that promote the 
correct horizontal body position, the child will differentiate better 
between when they are using aids and when they are not. 

If you are teaching with arm bands and back bubbles, it is 
imperative that you teach the skills without the use of aids for a 
significant proportion of the time as well. 

Arm bands tend to restrict arm movement in a young child, causing 
them to bob up and down like corks. Additionally, back bubbles 
totally alter a child’s natural floatation and often will tip them forward 
if the bubble strap is too low around the waist or will place the child 
in too vertical a position if the strap is too high under the arm pits. 

The back bubbles that have a number of removable plates can be 
reduced down are a far better option if you have cause to use them. 
Ensure that the strap is positioned around the fulcrum tipping point 
of the child i.e. the position where if the child lifts their head the feet 
sink or if they putting their head into the water the feet rise to the 
surface. Having both arm bands and back bubbles on at the same 
time turns the child into a “small boat” and has no discernable 
benefit whatsoever. 

Many children who swim in these types of floatation will happily 
jump into a pool. However, a lot of time their heads won’t submerge 
and they will swim with their face up. If you remove the floatation 
and get the child to jump in, once their heads submerge they are 
more likely to panic and not be able recover themselves to the pool 
edge, due to the unfamiliar circumstances of lack of buoyancy. 

  

Safety Skills When Using Aids 



 

One role of teachers of babies and toddlers is to teach young 
children how to recover back to the pool edge unassisted. If a child 
falls into a body of water it is likely to be without floatation. 

For example; Humpty Dumpty, off the side of the pool. Fall in, turn 
around, surface, return to the pool edge, climb up out of the pool (if 
old enough). This can be instilled at a very young age. As the child 
grows, this will turn into a lifelong survival skill which is another 
layer of protection against drowning. 

Another skill that must be taught is how to stand up or recover from 
a face down float in shallow water unaided. Added floatation in this 
case hinders the acquisition of good balance skills. 

A vital role for teachers is that of helping to educate the caregiver in 
all areas of aquatic education and safety. It is important that the 
philosophies that are taught in classes be carried into the home 
environment. 

There is nothing more frustrating as a teacher than to see one of 
your students whom you are teaching with minimal floatation get out 
of a lesson and go for a swim with their caregiver in maximum 
floatation. Teachers need to discuss these issues and explain to the 
caregivers why it may be detrimental to the young child’s progress. 
Teachers must deliver their thoughts in a respectful and 
professional way. 

They must be careful in deeming what devices are ‘correct’ or 
‘incorrect’, carefully explaining the consequences of their actions. 
Caregivers usually take on this information with gratitude. Their 



teacher has shown compassion to them outside of the lesson and 
taken time out to help them. The caregiver is seeking you 
professional guidance and this is another way that you can show 
your professionalism. 

It is very important to educate caregivers that floatation devices are 
NEVER to be used as a substitute for constant, competent 
supervision (i.e. a responsible Adult within arm’s reach) – even 
when the child is wearing the floatation devices. Conversely, if the 
child is being a danger to their self or floatation is needed for safety 
reasons, then it should be used appropriately. 

For example, a life-vest in a boating situation or suitable floatation if 
insufficient "one on one" adult supervision is present at a pool. 

The key to successful teaching of babies and toddlers is by a 
combination of the correct hold, cueing and suitable floatation 
activities with prudent use of aids by knowledgeable relaxed 
teachers. 

  

Adapted from an article by Tracey Ayton 

  

 


